Full Arch Digital Impression
Pioneers in Multiple Implants Digital
Impressions: since 2010.

MORE THAN HUMAN

A introduction to PIC dental
PiC dental was born from the need to solve a problem of a very special patient.
As an engineer I had the obligation to overcome a technological challenge: the
lack of adjustment of my father’s implant-prosthesis. Thus began PiC dental,
more than human, a fraternally story.
Mr. Adrián Hernández
CEO & INVENTOR

Thanks to the effort made during those years in the development of PiC dental,
up to date, more than 5,000 patients have benefited who have not had to suffer
a bad experience during their implants’ impression and can enjoy a more
comfortable life thanks to the optimal fit of their prostheses.

PIC dental is the most reliable, fast and accurate
implants impression technology in dentistry.

CONQUER THE WORLD SINCE 2010

PIC dental around the world

Dr. Christian Coachman

Dr. Manuel Martín Luque

“PiC dental is the missing link for digital
workflow obtaining passive fit on full arch
implant restorations”

“In our clinic we use the PiC camera for full arch
immediate loading and ‘All on X’ rehabilitations.
Thanks to PiC dental we ensure passive fit saving
time and costs”

Drs. Alan & Barbara Jurim

Dr. Michael Pikos

“PiC dental has been the missing link we needed
in our digital ecosystem to make sure we can offer
entirely digital “All-on-X” implant rehabilitations to
our patients with complete confidence for longterm success.”

“PIC dental is one of the most innovative
technologies since the advent of osseointegration”

DIGITAL EXPERT & ENTREPRENEUR

DENTAL EDUCATORS

IMPLANT SPECIALIST & PROSTHODONTICS

PIKOS INSTITUTE

FULL ARCH DIGITAL IMPRESSION

How does it works?
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Implants capture

Soft tissue registration

Precise digital model

Screw the PIC transfers onto the
patient’s implants and bring the PIC
camera closer to obtain the implants
positions in less than a minute.

The next step is the acquisition of
the contours of the soft tissues and
the adjacent teeth via conventional
impression or an intraoral scanner.

The PIC file with the implants positions
interrelated and the soft tissue
registration are aligned in
a dental CAD software.

OUR PRODUCTS

PIC dental Technology
PIC dental implant impression technology offers competitive advantages to all professionals
involved in multiple implant restorations.

PIC Camera

PIC Transfer

PIC File

PIC Pro

• One minute capture

• All implant platforms

• Open STL file

• CAD/CAM enhancer

• Patient move allowed

• Sterilizable 1.000 cycles

• CAD/CAM system integration

• Efficient Full Arch workflow

• Photogrammetry technology

• Screw retained coded transfer

• Unalterable interrelated
positions

• Proprietary prostheses
protocols

RELIABLE, FAST AND ACCURATE

World’s best implants impression
digital system

99,9%

ALL IMPLANT

+6.000

Open STL file

Effectiviness rate

Platforms supported

Clinical cases

Integrated CAD/CAM system
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